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Abstract
The news about the war of expulsion against the Ottoman Empire was presented by a multi-central propaganda. A manuscript chronicle written in Ulm demonstrates the literacy of the broadsheets’ readership. The writer, Eberhard Gockel (1636–1703), a physician from Ulm, wrote a diary on the most important occurrences and affairs of the Turkish war from 1678 to 1703. He attached to his chronicle broadsheets and engravings on the recaptured Hungarian fortresses and the great victories against the Turks. Gockel had good sense for high quality engravings, and he chose the works of publishing houses with excellent reputations, for example Jakob Koppmayer from Augsburg, Johann Jonathan Felsecker and Johann Hoffmann from Nürnberg and Michael Wening from München. As a citizen of Ulm, he respected the interests of the House of Habsburg, but he mainly focused on the role of the imperial and troops from the region of Swabia. His manuscript illustrated with engravings gives a detailed description of the Hungarian Kingdom’s fight against the Turks. Gockel focuses on the news of the anti-Ottoman war of 1683–1688 and he recorded the victories against the Turks even after the French invasion of the Rhineland in 1688. Gockel was critical of the quantity of military news and tried to remain unbiased on political and religious questions. Gockel’s chronicle proves that the readers of the broadsheets had all the tools to use the media of that time critically, and that sensibility and curiosity for the news of the world was a significant part of the identity of a citizen in a city like Ulm.
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Throughout the early modern period leaflets covering various topics, illustrated with etchings, played a decisive role both in ensuring the rapid flow of information and a more accessible visual communication that was able to reach the broader social strata. Leaflets covering topics of public interest ensured that an outstanding amount of information reached the audience of the Holy Roman Empire in regard to the wars against the Ottomans. This visual form of information broadcasting was able to easily cross national borders and presented the wars as a common European struggle to the broader audience of the 16th–17th centuries. In relation to the major crises – such as denominational feuds, the Thirty Years’ War – the leaflet genre went through changes as well. The intense ecclesiastical and secular propaganda accompanying domestic and international crises, mock-ups of political and military opponents and satirical symbols periodically led to a certain degree of devaluation of the genre. At the end of the 17th century, however, extensive, yet high-quality leaflets appeared covering the events of the Great Turkish War (1683–1699) with reliable textual information and quality etchings. The war against the Ottoman Empire was accompanied by the sophisticated competition for representation among the allies, members of the Holy League and the electors, all the way through from the siege of Vienna in 1683 to the Treaty of Karlóca/Karlowitz/Sremski Karlovci (Serbia) in 1699. However, the leaflets not only reflected the direct political interests of their source; instead, they conveyed meaningful knowledge of military events, political turning points, the economic value and history of the areas reconquered from the Ottomans, and the changing of the enemy’s general perception. The unique 17th century manuscript chronicle proves that educated urban citizens used the visual information provided by leaflets in an intelligent and versatile manner, constituting a realistic picture of the transformation of power in an expanded political space.
Eberhard Gockel (1636–1703), a doctor from Ulm and as such an educated urban citizen, composed an immensely valuable chronicle between 1678 and 1703, the first part of which presented the city’s history from the Middle Ages, while the second part was a contemporary historical summary. It exhibits the significant changes in Gockel’s hometown, the narrower region, the Swabian district and the Holy Roman Empire, of which he captured the events of the war against the Ottomans in Hungary with the greatest detail. Gockel’s record, rich in information, is evidence of a sophisticated relationship between the author and visual communication. The doctor used sixty leaflets illustrated with etchings, cityscapes and portraits as insertions in his manuscript.

What could have been Eberhard Gockel’s goal with the manuscript for several decades though? Gockel published a great deal, but his works in connection with his rise in status were all related to his chosen profession of medicine. Following his studies in Tübingen and Basel, Gockel started his first practice in Ulm. This was followed by a practice in Geislingen from 1659 and then Giengen from 1675, shortly after which in 1678 he became the physician of the Weltingen branch of the Ducal family of Württemberg. In 1685 he became a member of the Academy Leopoldina, which was founded in 1652 in Schweinfurt, and renamed after Emperor Leopold in 1687. The institution became the German Academy of Natural Sciences some time later. Gockel’s name is also recognized in the history of science, as he identified a poisonous disease (colica pictorum) that reappeared around the end of the 17th century and was caused by must fermented in lead vessels. His successful work was published in 1697 in Ulm and then again during the spring of 1699 in Augsburg, Frankfurt and Leipzig. In 1700, he dedicated his 300-page Latin language digest on his medical activities to Emperor Leopold. Gockel might have been inspired by the high-quality natural science literacy among the higher classes of Ulm, and its increased interest in medicine. Eberhard Gockel’s father Johann Georg Gockel was the head of the prestigious Collegium Medicum of Ulm between 1679 and 1693, and Eberhard became a member in 1677, while his son, Christoph, became one in 1700.

Gockel did not intend to publish his chronicle in the short term, but rather gathered his Ulm-centered observations at the time of an epochal change for an urban chronicle that was to be published later. Gockel did not conduct an “official” urban chronicle, capturing instead important “outside world” events for his city, focusing mainly on the Great Turkish War. Gockel did not write a diary, although he did record his own role in setting up a camp pharmacy for Ulm’s reserve army, and when he examined the health of soldiers returning from the war.

In the cities of the Holy Roman Empire, besides printed urban stories and manuscript logs, chronicles were also an important part of community representation, conveying the ideal image of the city. Gockel used the Ulm urban chronicle, published in 1653, which was based on urban chronicles by Martin Zeiller, a well-known editor. Gockel also included the Ulm cityscape in his chronicle from Matthäus Merian’s Topographia.
also logged the quality of fruit and grain production, and the navigability of the Danube in relation to long, cold winters, dry summers and rainy springs (Fig. 2).

Gockel legitimised his own role as a contemporary historian with an introduction covering the city’s medieval history, displaying the golden age of Ulm. However, by the last third of the 17th century, Ulm’s wine, luxury and spice trade, as well as its textile industry, did not bring such significant profits as in the 15th century. However, the Danube, navigable from Ulm, continued to provide a great opportunity to trade with the imperial capital. The Swabian reserves embarked for their journey in Ulm to reach the theatre of war during the Great Turkish War, and from 1712 onwards, the city served the same purpose for the German settlers leaving for their new homes in the recaptured area. Gockel noticed that Ulm’s 17th-century political significance was closely associated with an active role in the struggle against the Ottomans, which was systematically recorded by the author between 1683 and 1699. The manuscript is dominated by the events of the war against the Ottomans from 1683 to 1688, up until the French attack that threatened the city of Ulm directly. However, even beside the records of the rapid and devastating advancement of the French army along the Rhine in 1688–1689, the news of the Hungarian War continued to be represented – albeit with decreasing intensity – up until 1699.

Gockel’s information was reliable and provided a realistic picture of the events of the war of reconquest. However, the author did not mention where he obtained his information. The doctor also included etchings and pamphlets in his manuscripts about the great victories over the Ottomans, and about the castles that had been recaptured. The visual material demonstrates that the chronicle writer has consistently gathered all the essential knowledge available. The engravings depicted specific castles and cityscapes, as well as busy pictures of battles in a few select cases. The visual reports brought the military scene closer to the audience, although it was not the military engineering plans, military reporting and war diaries that the chronicle writer found particularly interesting: he was fascinated primarily by the cityscapes. The thirty etchings inserted in the second half of the chronicle – including the extensively informative vedute of Eger, Székesfehérvár, Belgrade, Kanizsa, Gyula, Váradi/Grosswardein/Oradea/ (Rumania) and Temesvár/Timişoara (Rumania) – prove that the author made his choices consistently when selecting from the plethora of news available. Gockel systematically screened against direct propaganda and did not incorporate a large number of published equestrian portraits, anti-Turkish mockery, and political allegories interpreting power relations. His chronicle only included two semi-portraits in the section dedicated to topicalities. In 1687 he included a portrait of Joseph I, which emphasised the young age of the Crown Prince, who was being crowned the King of Hungary at the time (Fig. 3). On the 12th of August 1689, despite being a pious Lutheran, he inscribed an etching of Pope Innocent XI, commenting positively on the role of the deceased in organizing the war against the Ottomans and counterbalancing the aggressive foreign policy of Louis XIV.

For the first part of Gockel’s chronicle, he selected representative portraits of dominant members of the Church as well as the secular elite of Ulm, commemorating his contemporaries and their great predecessors with half-portraits and short poetic biographies. Gockel used high quality works by well-known South German craftsmen in his manuscript. In most cases Augsburg artists specialising in portraits were responsible for the portraits, such as the members of the Kilian dynasty: Lucas (1579–1637), Wolfgang (1581–1662), Philipp (1628–1693) and Bartholomäus (1630–1696). Gockel also used several etchings by Leonhard Heckenauer (1627–1704) as the secular elite of Ulm knew the representational potential of etching portraits very well and took advantage of them accordingly. Printed portraits of all 17th-century preachers...
of the cathedral of Ulm remained intact without exception. Eberhard Gockel's appearance is known to us through ten different half-portrait etchings, with three distinct variations, from his published volumes. Gockel inserted two of his own portraits in his chronicle: Andreas Schuh and Philipp Kilian's engraving in 1668, and another noticeably later portrait where he is seen wearing a white wig. The latter one was made by Georg Andreas Wolfgang (1631–1716), an Augsburg artisan, in 1700 (Figs. 1, 4).

The visual inclusions of the manuscript chronicle prove that Gockel was primarily attempting to capture the rapid information flow of the Great Turkish War through leaflets. The doctor used both leaflet reports and printed text, rich in historical and geographical information at the same time. Gockel did not copy the text of the leaflets into his manuscript, merely used them to support the credibility of his knowledge with carefully selected prints. For Gockel, the leaflets contained the information in a compact, easily digestible way for contemporaries and even the audiences of later ages.

Gockel collected quality leaflets from acclaimed Augsburg, Nürnberg and München publishers. During the second half of the 17th century, Augsburg and Nürnberg were considered the most productive and best quality leaflet centres in the Holy Roman Empire, where traditionally a significant number of Hungarian-related leaflets and news about the Great Turkish War appeared. Gockel bought most of his etchings from Jakob Koppmayer (1640–1701). This Augsburg publisher was responsible for the largest number of leaflets on the events of the war of reconquest, consistently following the turning points of the Great Turkish War between 1683 and 1699. Koppmayer's remaining forty leaflets represent a rather similar taste and value system to Gockel's chronicle. Jakob Koppmayer published reliable and meaningful news leaflets; he did not publish mocking imagery however, and published but a few glorifying equestrian portraits of Emperor Leopold I. The Augsburg master also published large, volatile leaflets in another format, including the etchings folded in separately. He later republished the cityscape as a historical and geographical summary, partly as a business move, and partly as an attempt to collect practical knowledge in a format with longer relevancy. The etching of Vác and Nógrád in Gockel's chronicle matches the depiction of Delineatio Provinciarum Pannoniae et Imperii Turcici by Johann Christoph Wagner (1640–1703?). Johann Christoph Wagner's work was published by Koppmayer in 1684 and then between 1685 and 1688 in four volumes, which were continuously updated.

Although München was not considered a prominent centre of etching publication in the early modern era, the impression printed visual propaganda of the Bavarian elector, Maximilian Emanuel II, with its high quality etching works had a great influence at the end of the 17th century. The vedute of the military engineer Louis Nicolas d’Hallart and court etcher Michael Wening (1645–1718), published between 1683 and 1691 as leaflets and parts of larger summaries, sought to represent the realistic conditions of the natural and built environment as well as the layouts of castles. Hallart and Wening published a large four-part view of Buda from the directions of the four points of the compass (west, north, east, and south) as well as a bird's-eye view as early as 1684, following the unsuccessful siege of Buda. These were also included in a twenty-two piece series depicting the movements of the Bavarian elector's armies in 1686. Louis Nicolas d’Hallart, the chief army advisor of Emperor Maximilian Emanuel II, was personally present at the siege of Buda in 1684 and in 1686 as well. Buda’s 1686 siege was represented in an extremely large number of leaflets and vedute. Gockel himself included two depictions of Buda’s recapture of 1686. He purchased a two-part veduta published by the etcher Wening, and drawn by the military engineer Hallart (Fig. 5). These depicted the castle from the direction of both Pest and Székesfehérvár. The large, double depiction included many of the main buildings and defence systems of Buda Castle and provided meaningful information that helped the “civilian” viewers understand the main directions of attack, and the locations of the canons of the imperial armies. Gockel also included Koppmayer’s leaflet from Augsburg, which summarises the history and significance of the castle.

Gockel also purchased works from famous Nuremberg publishers. In the 1680s, ten publishers in Nuremberg also dealt
with leaflet publishing, specialising in different fields, but effectively communicating the news of the Great Turkish War in Hungary. The biggest publishing house in Nürnberg – other than the Endters, who did not publish leaflets – was that of the Felssecker family, which also published a weekly newspaper from 1673 onwards. Nine leaflets from Johann Jonathan Felssecker are known to have been published between 1683 and 1699, all including reliable information and engravings with high quality. In 1686, Gockel purchased a leaflet published by the Felssecker, informing about the capture of Pécs and Szeged at the same time (Fig. 6). The Viennese chronicle was not included in the Ulm Chronicle, but this Nürnberg publication with two engravings shares multiple similarities with Johann Martin Lerch's Vienna print. The Felseckers' carefully established connections in Vienna are clearly represented by the fact that they had played a significant role in Habsburg dynastical representation since the 1670s. In 1682, Gockel purchased a leaflet by Johann Hoffmann, which reported on the destruction of Speyer by the French armies in 1689. Gockel prioritised the inclusion of imagery about the Ottoman theatre of war, but included a few engravings about the military developments along the Rhine and the maritime struggles of the League of Augsburg. In the Holy Roman Empire, the news of northern interests – primarily Dutch and English – were mainly presented to greater audiences by Heinrich Heuss and Thomas Wiering (1640–1703), Hamburg publishers who also printed many Hungarian-related leaflets during the 1680s, although they were not included in Gockel's chronicle.

Meanwhile the publisher Wiering in Hamburg and Matthias Wagner (1648–1694) in Ulm collaborated effectively in publishing Eberhard Happel's (1647–1690) novel taking place during the Great Turkish War in Hungary. Gockel followed the Turkish wars thoroughly, mostly focusing on the Hungarian theatre – occasionally including maritime events, and even more rarely Polish and Russian developments – but an educated urban citizen who was open to this world also found it difficult to transcend the diverse conflicts of power in Europe. Gockel, turning away from the noise of the various theatres of wars, continued his chronicle with decreasing intensity in the 1690s, and added far fewer engravings. Gockel picked up a few leaflets from an unknown publisher about the new English warship that inflicted heavy damages in the ports of Normandy, as well as about William III and Maximilian Emanuel II's bloodbath against the Luxembourg Marshal fought on the 19th/29th July 1693. After 1688–1690, the large publishing houses published fewer leaflets, as they had changed their strategy to publishing weekly newspapers and other historical-geographic works. Gockel also used a trade fair publication to illustrate his chronicle. The dual etching of Székesfehérvár and Szigetvár was published during the autumn of 1688 in Frankfurt am Main as part of the Relationis Historica Semestralis. However, the versatile foreign policy analysis of the fair summaries published twice a year was not included in Gockel's manuscript.

He used the intersections consciously to represent the city of Ulm. Gockel did not include engravings of the Ottoman siege of Vienna in 1683, although he did monitor the events closely. On the other hand, he did include three different pictures of the capture of Štúrovo/Neuhausel/Nové Zámky (Slovakia) in 1685. Gockel understood the strategic significance of the former Captain General centre's recapture. However, the doctor was not interested in the military event preparing for

fourteen flyers about the Great Turkish War. In regard to the battle of Nagyváradsány, Gockel chose to include David Funk's leaflet in the chronicle. Funk – in cooperation with his father-in-law, the rather talented etcher Johann von Sandrart – published dozens of laudatory equestrian portraits, as well as that of Grand Vizier Kara Mustafa and Sultan Mehmed IV, and even a (fictitious) image depicting captured Turkish noblewomen, and only three leaflets survived in publications about the second stage of the war of reconquest.
who sought to translate the Quran into German. Gockel, as a chronicler of the Great Turkish War, systematically captured the unique plunder, the horsetail flags, yet did not write with noticeable bias about the “archenemy.” His attitude was more that of open-mindedness, a scientific interest in the image of the great adversary, as he saw the extensive blood sacrifice of the war in a realistic light.

Gockel presented the military and political role of the Swabian district together, as well as the importance of Ulm for the efficient operation of the territory. In the threatening reality of the anti-Turkish and anti-French wars, imperial districts again became an important factor in the deployment of the military. In addition to the imposing city hall, Ulm was also able to provide a theatre building for the district councils, and the shore of the Danube served as a gathering place for reserve troops. A separate etching was created depicting the departure of the reserves from Ulm as well.

Gockel sensed that the setting up of the Swabian reserves served as an opportunity for the Principality of Württemberg, Count Charles Gustav of Baden-Durlach and Maximilian Emanuel II, the Bavarian elector, to increase their political influence in the region. The Principality of Württemberg, which was loyal to the emperor and a fierce protector of Lutheran interests even beyond the borders of the Holy Roman Empire, also had significant political importance in the Swabian district. Friedrich Charles (1652–1698), Prince of Württemberg, who was ruling in the name of his nephew Louis Eberhard (1676–1733) from 1677 to 1693, was commander of the Lutheran Swabian troops from 1691 onwards.

Gockel also respected Habsburg dynastic interests. In January 1690, the crowning of Joseph I as King of the Romans in Augsburg gave an opportunity to capture the role of Emperor Leopold with two high-quality allegories in the defence of the Holy Roman Empire struggling in the grip of a war on two fronts. Gockel briefly wrote about the
celebrations in Augsburg and Ulm, but placed the two finely crafted, larger allegorical works of 1690 in a prime location at the beginning of the chronicle. On one of them, Emperor Leopold is seen in armour, crowned with a laurel wreath and with his third wife, Eleonore Magdalene von Pfalz-Neuburg, seated on a baldachin throne, next to a female figure offering the olive branch of peace. On the other image, meanwhile, the young King of the Romans, Joseph I, is greeted by the female figures of the reconquered lands: the kneeling Hungary, Serbia, Dalmatia and Slavonia as well as Walachia, Bulgaria and Transylvania pleading next to a turbaned figure with the inscription “Constantinople”. The depiction of Transylvanian vassalage is also noteworthy because in the chronicle there was no meaningful information about the Transylvanian Principality, not even at the recapture of Várad/Grosswardein/Oradea (Rumania) in 1692. A versatile depiction of Hungary can be observed in the chronicle from the vedute of the recaptured towns. Gockel made no reference to the domestic political relations of Hungary, neither the Parliament of 1687, nor the Hungarian nobility on the

6. The capture of Segedin (Szeged) and Fünfkirchen (Pécs) by Christian forces, 21 October 1686, "Eigentlicher Abriss, der durch die Christliche Waffen denen Türcken abgenommenen zwey Städte Segedin und Fünfkirchen... Nürnberg zu finden bey Johann Jonathan Felsecker Anno 1686", 1686. 10. 21. Szeged, Pécs T 782b (4016 × 4758 mm), Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum Zauzeće Segedina i Pečuha od kršćanskih snaga, 21. listopada 1686., 1686. 10. 21. Szeged, Pécs T 782b (4016 × 4758 mm), Mađarski narodni muzej
The visual material served as evidence and reference for the claims in his manuscript. Gockel purchased from renowned publishers, but did not consider artistic quality as his primary concern; instead, the credibility of the visual information served this purpose. He selected etchings carefully; no pictures of mockery, merely entertaining genre paintings or overcrowded political allegories were included in his collection. Gockel used the opportunities inherent in contemporary information capabilities, and collected and described locally important phenomena in the midst of the major transformations in extending space.

The use of etchings by Gockel shows many similarities with that of his renowned contemporary Johann Weichard Valvasor (1641–1693), a true polyhistor. Although the Carniolan aristocrat Valvasor, who collected 7921 graphics had much greater potential than the Ulm doctor did, yet Gockel selected actual military and political leaflets with a similar view, from 1683 to 1687, also purchasing primarily from Jacob Koppmayer, Johann Jonathan Felsecker and Johann Hoffman.

Leaflet compilations created by the urban citizenry are known from larger printing centres from the early modern age, as well as such urban chronicles where the author included prints. Georg Köldeker (1550–1607) from Augsburg also included several newspapers and leaflets in the 2400-page manuscript he compiled as the scribe of Weiss Trading House between 1576 and 1607. At the end of the 17th century, however, manuscript summaries that included etchings and leaflets became rare. Gockel used the etchings as tools for information compression. The visual material served as evidence and reference for the claims in his manuscript. Gockel purchased from renowned publishers, but did not consider artistic quality as his primary concern; instead, the credibility of the visual information served this purpose. He selected etchings carefully; no pictures of mockery, merely entertaining genre paintings or overcrowded political allegories were included in his collection. Gockel used the opportunities inherent in contemporary information capabilities, and collected and described locally important phenomena in the midst of the major transformations in extending space.

The use of etchings by Gockel shows many similarities with that of his renowned contemporary Johann Weichard Valvasor (1641–1693), a true polyhistor. Although the Carniolan aristocrat Valvasor, who collected 7921 graphics had much greater potential than the Ulm doctor did, yet Gockel selected actual military and political leaflets with a similar view, from 1683 to 1687, also purchasing primarily from Jacob Koppmayer, Johann Jonathan Felsecker and Johann Hoffman.
Eberhard Gockel’s rich and focused chronicle written over two decades proves that educated citizens of imperial cities at the end of the 17th century were well informed through printed news, consciously using visual information and etching based representation for the eternalisation of their worldview, social status and the values of their urban environment.
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